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Current Condition
Indonesia is on the Right Track to Achieve its 2019 Target for Birth Registration

**National Target:**
Birth certificate for 85% of all children (0-17) in 2019

**83.5% of all children (0-17) in the national sample reported that they have a birth certificate (National Survey SUSENAS 2018)**

**MOHA MIS system SIAK recorded 83.44% birth certificate ownership (per Desember 2018)**
However...Equity Issue is one of the Reasons for Slowing Achievement of Birth Certificate Ownership Coverage
Inequality Occurs Also Between Economic Levels

Birth Certification Ownership

Q1: Yes, it can be shown - 28.64\%, Yes, it can't be shown - 14.89\%, Don't have - 56.08\%
Q2: Yes, it can be shown - 23.83\%, Yes, it can't be shown - 15.09\%, Don't have - 60.74\%
Q3: Yes, it can be shown - 19.76\%, Yes, it can't be shown - 16.35\%, Don't have - 63.55\%
Q4: Yes, it can be shown - 17.37\%, Yes, it can't be shown - 16.71\%, Don't have - 65.63\%
Total: Yes, it can be shown - 16.13\%, Yes, it can't be shown - 18.31\%, Don't have - 65.25\%

Sources: National Survey (SUSENAS 2018)
The Challenges
CHALLENGES TO CRVS SYSTEMS IN INDONESIA

SUPPLY SIDE CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES IN DATA PROVISION

CHALLENGES IN UTILIZATION OF DATA BY OTHER SECTORS

GOVERNANCE CHALLENGES

FRAGMENTED POLICIES

DEMAND SIDE CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES IN DATA QUALITY

FRAGMENTED FINANCIAL STRUCTURES

ACCESSIBILITY OF SERVICES

HUMAN RESOURCES AND INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY

INFRASTRUCTURES

LACK OF UNDERSTANDING ON THE IMPORTANCE OF DOCS

LACK OF CAPACITY TO ACCESS SERVICES

SOCIO-CULTURAL PRACTICES

Fragm
ted policies
Supply side challenges include accessibility, institutional capacity (human resources and financial support), and infrastructures.

- **MOHA operates** in over **500 districts** that cover over **75,000 villages**, often covers a great amount of area.
- **Geographical terrain** poses as a great challenge for outreach ability.
- **Only several regions** have the capability to make **mobile unit available**.
- Many regional offices are **lacking of sufficient** and capable officers.
There are multiple agencies and authorities involved in the CRVS system in Indonesia.

Home Affairs holds the main authority and it needs support from the system that involves over a dozen other ministries, different administrative levels, and their frontline services where vital events intersect.
Vital events data are spread across different MIS in different agencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRVS Data</th>
<th>MIS</th>
<th>Data Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birth Registration</td>
<td>SIAK</td>
<td>Available and accurate in particular the numbers of issued BC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marriage Registration</td>
<td>SIAK SIMKAH</td>
<td>Available, but separated for Muslim marriage (SIMKAH) and non-Muslim marriage (SIAK).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death Registration and Cause of Death</td>
<td>SIAK SIRS/SIP</td>
<td>Available, but not accurate, because the data is separated from health system without standardized list on cause of death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce Registration</td>
<td>SIAK SIPP</td>
<td>Available, but separated for Muslim divorce (SIMKAH) and non-Muslim divorce (SIAK).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption, Legalization, Migration</td>
<td>SIAK</td>
<td>Available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Indonesia Task Force Commitment: Progress
Objective

To do civil registration and population registration continuously, universally, and inclusive.

Providing qualified, accurate, complete, and timely vital statistics.

To realize documents and legal identity ownership that are complete and relevant to all residents.
National Strategy Policy Direction

1. **Services Outreach Expansion** for Population and Civil Registration.

2. **Increased Awareness and Activeness** in Recording Population and Vital Events.

3. Acceleration of Legal Identity **documents ownership for vulnerable and special groups**.

4. Development and Improvement of the **accurate, complete and timely Vital Statistics**.

5. **Strengthening coordination, collaboration, and synchronization** among stakeholders.
Key Strategies: A Consistent and Updated Population Data Continuously

Digitalization and data accuracy.

Security and data sharing.

- Improved recording system quality.
- Innovation in bringing the system closer to the community.

- Enhancing public awareness.
- Reduces obstacles to record (distance, cost, time, awareness, etc.).
One agenda is data integration ...

Integrated data is used to extend the outreach, strengthen service coordination, and updating more efficient.
INTEGRATION OF REGISTRATION DATA & VITAL STATISTICS WITH POPULATION CENSUS.

2020: Utilization of Registration Data as a prelist in Population Census

2024: Population data is used for better planning and budgeting.

Reliable population data opens wider access to public services.

The updating mechanism improvements.

Village information system that is connected with population database.

The community is actively involved in improving the quality of population data.

Future Expected
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